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Efficiency by organisation
A corporate profile of Lista AG
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Wherever work is done, accessibility, orderliness, and organisation are 

essential. As a leading supplier of drawer systems and other fitting 

 elements for professional workstations, we can help you enhance the 

efficiency of your work: Making Workspace Work!

 Our brand has earned its strength in the course of a long and proud 

corporate history. Today, we are successful because we focus on a 

field where we can offer the highest expertise: production units and 

workstations, each with a robust, cost-effective, and first-class drawer 

cabinet at their centre.
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Precision, experience, and dedication
Lista provides quality made to measure

Even as an enterprise group acting on a worldwide scale, we have never 
forgotten our high values from our founding era: our commitment to 
 precision and our uncompromising focus on the needs of the market. 

Quality is the ruling standard for our products. High quality materials, mainly sheet 
steel, are used exclusively in our production facilities and they are processed with 
great care using state-of-the-art industrial manufacturing methods. The resulting 
products meet our customers’ needs regarding their functionality as well as their 
design.

Quality is also the leading principle for our customer service representatives. 
 Experience, expertise, and commitment ensure that our customers will enjoy the 
best advice possible. 

For us, quality always encompasses the concept of sustainability. Across the 
whole value-added process, we are dedicated to ensuring the environmental safety 
and longevity of our products.

In the end, however, it is people who account for the Lista quality: our employees, 
enhancing our organisation with their commitment, their dedication, and their 
identifi cation. 

Lista in fi gures

Lista manufactures drawer systems and work-
station elements in fi ve production facilities 
and sells them across the world through their 
dealer channel and their own sales offi ces.

Customers: 
more than 100,000 businesses all over 
the world

Sales 2007: 
planned: 165 million Euro

Number of employees: 
more than 800 

Subsidiaries: 
Thur Metall AG, Huni Italiana S.p.a.

Corporate History

Twenty-year-old Swiss skilled metal worker 
Alfred Lienhard opened a workshop on the 
17th February 1945. He began manufacturing 
simple steel tube products, garden furniture, 
and lockers. Soon, the fi rst drawer cabinets 
followed. The successfully expanding com-
pany based in Erlen (Switzerland) now focuses 
on workshop equipment and storage systems.

At the beginning of the seventies, the 
son of the company founder made the vision-
ary decision to gain a foothold in the USA. 
Lista is given a second mainstay in the form 
of offi ce furniture. The fi rst sales organisations 
were created. The small metal working busi-
ness of old turned into an enterprise group 
with worldwide activities.

In order to enable a stable succession 
arrangement, the group is split into two units: 
Offi ce Furniture Systems (today, Lista Offi ce, 
owned by the Lienhard Family) and Workshop 
Equipment and Storage Systems. In 2006, 
the Lista Workshop Equipment and Storage 
Systems group was acquired by the private 
equity company Capvis and strategically repo-
sitioned. Fredy A. Lienhard continues to be 
an important minority stockholder. 

In 2007 Lista began collaborating with 
Thur Metall AG, an ideal supplement to the 
production capacity of the Lista group.
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One theme, a thousand variations
No workstations without Lista

The requirements of modern workplaces and production units are as 
diverse as the world of work itself. Therefore, we have made the Lista 
systems flexible and adaptable.  

Drawers often have to carry considerable weights in the industry. In small 
 industrial businesses, a smaller carrying capacity may possibly be needed. 
 Furthermore, storage of valuable archaeological finds will require enhanced 
 secure features.

Our systems can adapt to these various requirements with ease: we may be 
 uncompromising in our claim for quality but we are highly fl exible when developing 
functional products suited for everyday use. For instance, our customers can select 
one of several drawer carrying capacity options.

Our complete core product range is modelled on an extensive modular and 
timeless system. This allows for strong investment protection. Our sturdy and 
 durable products can be expanded in the future, and individual product groups can 
be combined with one another in an optimum way.
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Our product lines

Our product ranges are now available in the 
following product lines:

Lista Selection 
A clear-cut choice of cost-effective drawer 
cabinets and workbenches available from 
stock in two standard colours and with a drawer 
carrying capacity choice of 200 kg and 75 kg, 
all drawers with full extension as standard.

Lista Premium 
Drawer cabinets, workbenches, and much 
more:  planned and tailored to your needs, in 
several standard colours, with a choice of 
 mechanical and electronic locking systems. 

Lista Special 
Custom products from our Premium pro-
gramme, designed and built to individual 
 requirements – so that each and every 
 customer’s wish will be fulfi lled!  

Our product groups

Our product range includes the following 
product groups:

Drawer cabinets

Workbenches

Drawer and heavy-duty shelving systems

NC Storage systems (transport units,  cabinets, 
tool holders)

Storage cabinets (material storage and 
 machine tool cabinets)
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A good overview is worth its weight in gold
Lista brings tidiness 

Lista products prove their worth wherever tidiness is needed. Where tools, 
storage goods, or small parts are stored in an orderly manner: in small 
 industrial businesses or large production halls, in museums, in research 
labs or mobile container workshops. 

All of the products from Lista have one thing in common: they make effective use 
of the available space and streamline essential working processes.

One example: our drawer cabinets, fl exible in quantity and height of the draw-
ers and with universally appropriate drawer partition material. So all things will be 
at their right places. 

Another example: our NC cabinets and transport units enable effi cient  solutions 
for storing, transporting, and handling NC tools.

Good organisation needs clear labelling: our Lista Script system enables systematic 
labelling of cabinets, drawers, and drawer partition material. We supply free soft-
ware as well as all needed label strips.
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This is where Lista products help with 
organising:

Industry
The durability of our high-quality products 
is highly regarded in mechanical and plant 
engineering and in the metal working in-
dustry.

Automotive and aerospace industries
In the aerospace and automotive industries 
as well as in car racing sports, Lista’s reputa-
tion is well-known and relied upon.

Chemical and pharmaceutical industries
Lista systems are highly valued in research 
and development laboratories.

Crafts and trades
Be it an automobile garage or a metal 
workshop: this is where the new, price- 
effective Lista Selection product line with 
a choice of drawer carrying capacities 
of 200 kg or 75 kg is especially well suited.

Mobile workshops
Compact storage of tools and work materi-
als is particularly important in container 
workshops, TV outside broadcast vans, and 
in other mobile workplaces. We have tailor-
made solutions for all these cases.

The public sector
Our drawer systems and shelves provide 
valuable services in hospitals, in schools, 
training facilities, and museums.
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Safety first
With Lista, access is under your control

The more important tools, materials, and items stored at the workstation 
are, the more crucial it becomes to ensure their availability at any time. For 
this reason, Lista has developed a comprehensive and intelligent system 
that enables access and process control on several levels.

Lista’s drawer systems and cabinets have always been lockable. A patented central 
locking system that secures all drawers simultaneously comes as standard. But 
 beyond that, a demand for configurable locking systems without keys arose in 
some of our markets. Therefore, Lista’s development department has brought a 
broad range of innovative solutions to market. With these new electronic access 
control systems access rights can be granted conveniently and individually. If 
 required, they can be applied to individual cabinets and even to individual drawer 
compartments. Furthermore, these solutions can be integrated into existing building 
access systems. Altogether an innovative and groundbreaking solution.

Locking systems overview

Access to whole cabinets by key or 
numerical code

Electronically controlled access to whole 
cabinets using a portable transmitter, a PC, 
or batch

Electronically controlled access trough PC 
to individually defi nable drawers

Electronically controlled access trough PC 
to defi nable drawer compartments



making workspace work

Lista AG
Fabrikstrasse 1
CH-8586 Erlen

Telephone +41 71 649 21 11
Telefax +41 71 649 22 03
info@lista.com
www.lista.com
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